Jim Palys
Lively Pharmacy
“Having access to CRO data has allowed
our dispensary to capitalize on thousands
of dollars of missed margins and has
allowed us to correct pricing errors that
would otherwise have been unnoticed.
It is a tool that I rely on and cannot see
working without.”

Joe Walsh
Walsh’s Pharmacy
“CRO has sure ‘opened my eyes’ to lost
revenue from the maximum that the
insurance companies will pay. Getting
the price up front for meds that have
increased sure is nice too!”
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Claim Revenue
Optimization

Everyday your pharmacy
is throwing money away.
Your money.
As an independent pharmacy owner every dollar
counts. Are you sure your pharmacy is maximizing
the return on every prescription fill? On a daily
basis, quantity errors, third party underbilling,
and improper pricing all contribute to lower gross
margin dollars.
Claim Revenue Optimization (CRO) was developed
specifically to help you keep those dollars where
they belong – in your pocket!
Pharmacies currently using CRO have seen an
average increase in revenue of $0.17 per claim. For
an average pharmacy filling 1,000 prescriptions
each week, that translates into a value of over
$8,800 per year.
There is no financial risk for you to participate: Our
pricing guarantees that you will always get at least
25% return on investment. Many stores realize even
greater returns! Let us show you what this program
can mean to your bottom line.

Maximizing Revenue

Has this happened to you?

Do you ever wonder if you are getting the best
price per fill? CRO can help!

You are dispensing an inhaler, but are unsure if
the third party pays by dose or by package. What
about oral contraceptives? Or eye drops?

Active Price: Verifies that you are submitting the
current catalogue (active) price of a medication
rather than the price at which you purchased
the product. This edit is a simple and effective
approach to maximizing revenue on every claim.
Best Market Price: Dynamically determines the
best price (cost + markup + fee) accepted by the
private payor for each DIN within your province.
CRO advises when you are submitting less than you
could be.
Government Formulary: Compares provincially
funded claims to the government formulary price
and legislated markup. In Ontario, CRO also checks
for the valid use of the (MI) intervention code.

Prevent Simple,
but Costly, Errors
Mistakes happen. CRO verifies your pharmacy
claims to ensure common errors do not impact
your bottom line.
Quantity / Unit of Measure: Verifies that the
units (and therefore price) submitted is correct for
pre-packaged products such as vials, inhalers, oral
contraceptives, etc.
Minimum Total Cost: Also designed for prepackaged products, this edit ensures the cost and
quantity combination used on the prescription
makes sense, based on the pack size(s) available on
the market.

With so many differences between third party
adjudicators, it can be tough to keep track of how
each third party pays for packaged items such
as drops, inhalers and oral contraceptives, to
name a few. One small mistake on a busy day and
someone could fill an inhaler for a single dosage
cost of a few dollars instead of the package cost
of over $100. It happens. That puts your margins
at risk!
With CRO, those pesky and expensive pack vs.
unit dispensing errors are a thing of the past, as
are many other types of costly pricing errors.

